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United we stand deided we fall  

              - An exchange in Poland!!! 

 
Sorry, but we have forgotten this from the newsletter of 

March. So yes, we 5 youngsters from our Youth Centre 

participated an exchange in Poland this March. From 

Bratislava it took 6 hours to reach Krakow, where we have met 

the other groups from Italy, Bulgaria, Romania Turkey and Poland. First day we 

visited the most famouos places of the capital. The next day we moved from 

Krakow to mountains of  Wieliezka in Bukovina, where we had different activities, 

so we started to get known each other. The aim of the exchange was to learn about 

different cultures of other participants. In teh evenings, just like usually: we had 

intercultural evenings. It means, that every evening one by one we introduced our 

country and culture. Of cours we coudl also try each other's traditional meals, 

dishes and drinks.  

The youngsters came back 

with lot's of new information 

about the other countries, and 

with lot's of new contacts of 

amazing people, who became 

our friends. 

We were really happy, that we 

had this chance to participate. 

 

 

 

Easter decoration + painting eggs 
 
In April it was Easter Time and of course we had to celebrate 
it a little bit. One day was for decoration. We created nice 
little lambs on gras and some easter bunnies. The next day 
was even more fun! We were painting 
eggs! We had 30 eggs that needed 

some color. So we used real egg-painting color 



and normal pens. For the kids it was a lot of fun to draw easter scenes on the eggs or 
to paint them in nice colors.  
In the beginning we wanted to put the hard-boiled eggs on the counter 
for some more easter decoration. Well, the children did not want to do 
that. They took half of the eggs to the childrens home and the other 
half was eaten right in the center! 15 eggs for about 7 people! In the 
end we did not have nice eggs to look at but everyone had a good 
feeling in the stomach and went home quite satisfied.  
 

 

 

 

 

Honey...Honey...Honey... J 

 
A lot of children eat honey but most 
of them do not know how it is 
produced. This months they had 
the chance to talk to professionals 
who could tell them everything 
about honey. Sadly the weather was 

so good that there  were not a lot of children. But for 
those who were here  this was even better because they could taste as much honey 
as they wanted. They were also quite interested in the statues  made out of 
honeycombs. All in all it was quite a delicious afternoon J 

 

- JUMP! 

Some new sportive action at VMCM! A girl brought her skipping rope to VMCM 

and showed some of her tricks. Of course the other kids also wanted to 

try. To be able to have fun together the children 

tried to jump together with this 

one skipping rope and it worked 

without injuries!  

 
 

 
 
 
 


